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BOOKS - NEW AND RECOMMENDED

WOMEN'S STUDIES AT SUNY/ALBANY

THE FEMINIST PAPERS: FROM ADAMS TO DE BEAUVOIR, edited
by Alice S. Rossi (Columbia University Press, 1973: $12.95; Bantam,
1974: $1.95), will be welcomed as a text by teachers and students in
need of a single collection of "essential" feminist writing both by
theorists and activists. Chronicling the two hundred years of
western feminist thought, this 716-page volume is impressive for
its inclusiveness: twenty-two writers, plus selections from the
History of Woman Suffrage. In addition, Rossi brings to the study
of history a sociological perspective invaluable especially in her
review of the Blackwell family and the friendship between Susan B.
Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, as well as in her generous
biographical essays and the analytical introductions to the four
sections of the text. The essay on Margaret Fuller is especially
noteworthy, as is Rossi's rediscovery of the eighteenth century
Judith Sargent Murray and the contemporary Suzanne LaFollette.
While the reader may long occasionally for lengthier selections
from particular theorists, there is no comparable comprehensive,
scholarly collection.

Women's studies at the State University of New York at Albany
began in the fall of 1971 with a course on Women in Modern
Literature offered through the School of General Studies. The
following fall the faculty Women's Caucus at SUNY/Albany formed
a subcommittee to develop a women's studies program, which by
the spring of 1973 offered an undergraduate minor. We now face
new decisions.

FRAGMENT FROM A LOST DIARY AND OTHER STORIES:
WOMEN OF ASIA, AFRICA, AND LATIN AMERICA, edited by
Naomi Katz and Nancy Milton (Pantheon, 1973: $10.00), contains twenty powerful stories (one of them in verse) thematically
organized to catch the changing lives of women, chiefly i'n Asia
(eleven stories) and Africa (seven stories). Such lives are bound
not only to marriage, family, custom, and poverty, but to struggles
for freedom in resistance movements above and below ground.
Two of the most moving stories are of revolutionary women, one
immobilized by pregnancy (the title story, by Shih Ming), the
other a Vietnamese "liaison girl" who has seen her father-also
a resistance fighter-only once in her lifetime ("The Ivory Comb"
by Nguyen Sang). Other stories chronicle the changing class and
caste of women in marriage and at work in contemporary India
or Tanzania, for example; and the torments of life in apartheid
South Africa. In two respects the collection is disappointing:
only two stories by the Cuban Dora Alonso represent Latin
America; and only six of the nineteen writers are women.
Nevertheless, we hope that a paperback will soon allow this
collection the wide distribution it deserves.
HI LLBI LL Y WOMEN by Kathy Kahn (Doubleday, 1973:
$7.95) "tells what it means to be a woman when you are
poor, when you are proud, and when you are a hillbilly."
This book focuses on women who are usually left out of feminist
discussions of oppression: poor and working class white women who
live iri the Southern Mountain region. The lives of such women appear in almost no other available literature. Nineteen women tell,
in their own words, their personal stories about life in the Southern
Mountains: hard work, poor working conditions, and the struggle to
raise a family. The women who speak are strong women: Granny
Hager, who organized Roving Picket lines in the coal camps of the
1960's; Ruby Green, who raises a family on her wages as a waitress
and struggles to overcome the deadly "brown lung" she contracted
as a factory worker in the cotton mills of Henderson, N.C. Hillbilly
Women will be valuable to teachers, organizers, community workers,
and policy-makers because it helps draw the relationship between
poverty and sexism; it tells of a people long ignored or caricatured
by the rest of the world; and it demonstrates that the lives of ordi nary women are filled with courage and pride .
THE WOMEN, YES! by Marie B. Hecht, Joan D. Berbrich, Salley A.
Healey, and Clare M. Cooper (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973:
paperback, $5.95) is the first interdisciplinary feminist high school
textbook on women. In four units of seven to nine chapters each ,
the editors offer analyses of major social and institutional forces
which define and discriminate against women (advertising, history,
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The Ad Hoc Committee on Women's Studies first concentrated on
increasing the number of course offerings, working to identify and
encourage those in different departments to develop new courses,
gaining departmental acceptance of these courses, and shepherding
the courses through the regular university committees and bureaucracy. We favored an interdisciplinary program as opposed to a
separate department, as has been established at this university for
Afro-American Studies, Judaic Studies, and Puerto Rican Studies.
A separate department would not only be virtually impossible to
achieve under current budgetary and political conditions, but
might pose a danger of "ghettoizing" concerned women.
With determination, time, effort, and some discretion we set about
securing new courses. While some of these were offered through
the special topics or colloquium format of different departments,
we preferred approved catalog courses since they stood a greater
chance of survival than what in reality were "one-shot" courses.
A university may easily discontinue specific women's studies
courses if those lack their own rubric with stated title and identity.
Then the "revolving door " of women's studies faculty and courses
may turn even more quickly.
Working with interested faculty as well as with the students'
women's liberation group, which has sponsored films, lectures,
and two Women's Weekends involving workshops and speakers,
and with the support of the Women's Caucus on campus, we put
through such new course offerings as Women in European History,
History of Women in the Americas, and Women in Antiquity.
Other courses given once, usually under the special topics format,
included Women in the Drama, The Rhetoric of the Women's
Rights Movement, Women in the Peace Movement, and Contem porary French Women Authors. Administrative regulations prevented the application of these temporary courses toward the
total number required to create a minor in women's studies, although students taking such courses could count them as part of
their minor. On the other hand, several existing courses (Urban
Puerto Rican Family and Processes of Socialization, for example)
could be applied. When an undergraduate minor in women's
(continued

on page 11)

law, economics, religion, sports, the arts, language); significant documents from the movement for women's rights; excerpts from American literature that portray women young and old; and recent essays
by feminists involved in the current women's .rights movement. Because they are high school English and social studies teachers, the
editors have also provided mechanisms (in the discussion topics and
suggested activities at the end of each chapter) for learning tradi tional social science skills through the study of the history and
status of women: the statistical method, interpretation of graphics,
historical research, structured observation, investigative reporting.
The extensive use of graphics throughout, particularly a lengthy
photographic essay, adds to the beauty of this handsome book.
A graphic of Emily Dickinson appears on the cover. Readable biographic, bibliographic, and explanatory notes introduce each chapter.

EVALUATING

APPENDIX:

WOMEN'S STUDIES AT ALBANY {continued)

WOMEN'S STUDIES {continued)

RESULTS

I. The Class's Rank Order of Goals {from most to least important):
1. To explore and break down sex-role stereotypes
2. To gain knowledge and understanding of oneself
3. To discuss and explore changes in childrearing, education, psychotherapy, and vocational counseling.
4. To obtain new information re: sex differences and psychology of
women
5. To relate class experience and discussion to the women's liberation movement and vice versa
6. To gain skills in critical evaluation of research
7. To develop new classroom techniques compatible with feminist
ideas about collectivity

11. The Effectiveness of Each Classroom Method for Obtaining
the Goals:

The following data illustrate one use of the GRID for assessing
method effectiveness. Each number on the GRID represents the
rank order (from 1-most effective, to 6-least effective) of the group
means. Group means were obtained by combining and averaging
the individual judgments of each class participant on the last day
of class.
Pleasenote: Since these data have yet to be analyzed for statistical
significance, please be very cautious in any generalizations from our
tentative results. We are merely presenting these findings to demonstrate how numbers can be plugged into the GRID. Our findings will
be further analyzed and interpreted and made available in a forthcoming paper.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Give each method a score from 1 ( Not at all) to 10 ( Most) on how
effective it was in attaining a given goal. You may use a number
more than once for each goal.
2. Overall, how much was each goal met on a scale from 1 {Not at
all) to 10 (Completely)? Please indicate your responses in the
top row.
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Despite budgeting difficulties, the Women's Studies Program continued to expand its offerings, maintaining its academic emphasis.
Enrollments in eight courses offered during the fall 1972 semester
totaled some 285. For the fall 1973 semester, combined enrollments in nine women's studies courses, several multi-sectioned,
totaled approximately 460. (The combined undergraduate and
graduate student population at SU NY/Albany numbers some
12,000.) During the spring 1974 semester three new courses will
be offered: Ethnography of Women, Women and Education, and
Spanish Women Writers of the 20th Century. Furthermore, faculty
in such departments as anthropology, rhetoric and public communication, astronomy and space science, Germanic and Chinese,
Hispanic and Italian, sociology, physical education, library science,
English, history, economics, and business administration offer independent study in certain aspects of women's studies.
In addition to the undergraduate courses, several graduate courses
and seminars concerning women have been offered by different
departments and schools. Library resources to support these
courses are adequate, and with the cooperation of some individuals
within the library, are being increased.
The Women's Studies Program at SUNY/Albany developed and grew
through volunteer labor, as is the case with women's studies programs at most other institutions. Early in 1972 the Coordinator of
the Ad Hoc Committee on Women's Studies went directly to the
President for funding, securing $500 for course development and
for one outside speaker during the following academic year. So far,
this has been the only funding directly assigned to the program.
However, this year some monies have been made available through
an office for interdisciplinary studies. Administrative officials
coptinue to affirm the importance of interdisciplinary studies and
to cite Women's Studies among such programs, but they have not
agreed to a budget allocation on a continuing basis for Women's
Studies .
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Joan Borod, Susan Dorsky,
Carol Hull, Ellen Keller

Editors' Note: This article is excerpted from Female Studies VII.
Going Strong: New Courses/New Programs, edited by Deborah
Rosenfelt. Available for $4.00 plus 50¢ postage, from The Feminist

Press.

studies was officially approved by the university in the spring of
1973, the women involved viewed the act not only as a "legitimization" of the Women's Studies Program in the eyes of the university, but also as the opening wedge in an effort to secure real
university support and funding for the program, including funding
to hire personnel.

This year women involved in women's studies have realized that
matters will remain as they are-a group of courses in different departments plus such extras as lectures sponsored by a poorly financed program-unless something is done. Committee members
believe that the program needs more coherence and unity ahd a
wider range of courses on different levels. Efforts are currently
underway not only to create an introductory interdisciplinary
women's studies course but to secure university funding for this
course. The Women's Studies Committee has also requested a
full time position of coordinator, but so far there has been no
favorable administrative response. Money is a measure of a university's commitment to a program, and we believe it necessary
that SUNY/Albany increase its commitment to women's studies.
While the university has cited scarcity of funds in this and other
cases, it has managed to finance some new programs through
various means. Interested women on campus are now studying
appropriate measures and tactics, and at the same time, the committee is considering seeking outside funding for the program.
The Women's Studies Program at SUNY/Albany has arrived at
what might be seen as a crossroads. In two years we have done a
great deal, but have gone about as far as we can with the usual
volunteer labor force. Where we go from here is far from clear.
June E. Hahner
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